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Our Project
Rabbinic responsa and archival records, two
bodies of historical sources with discrete linguistic, legal,
and cultural features, have traditionally served two distinct
populations of scholars studying the history of Jews and
Christians in medieval Europe. In recognition of the mutual
value of integrating these materials and approaches, our
project brought together experts on both corpora for
extended collaboration.
The project’s primary aim was to produce a register of
responsa from the environs of the 13th and 14th century
Roman-German Empire that, read together with related
archival records, illuminates new avenues for research into
the history of medieval Ashkenaz.
The register’s collaborative commentary focuses largely
on legal and economic encounters between Jews and
Christians including the administration of taxes,
registration of real estate, and negotiation of legal rights,
religious customs, and societal conventions. We devoted
particular attention to the history of law and intersections
between Jewish and Christian legal systems, highlighting
local judicial practices and forms of punishment. This
raised fundamental questions pertaining to legal pluralism,
mutual knowledge, interactions and influence; and it
required us to grapple with the methodological challenges
of working with disparate source materials.

Locations marked feature in the responsa we examined.

Geography and Chronology
This study focuses on the legal culture of Jewish
communities in the German-speaking lands that became
the Holy Roman Empire, from roughly 1250 to 1350.

Results

Objectives
• To situate rabbinic responsa in their historical context with
the help of local documentary sources
• To analyze the range of social, cultural, and economic
encounters between Jews and Christians in medieval urban
settings
• To examine the overlapping and intersecting legal spheres
navigated by medieval Jews, and the ways in which they
participated in the legal and economic institutions of their
environment
• To demonstrate the value of rabbinic responsa as witnesses
to medieval Jews’ reception of and responses to local
Christian law and customs
• To render rabbinic material accessible to a wide audience
of medievalists and to make medieval documentary history
available to Judaic specialists and legal scholars at large

Methodological Considerations
• Responsa are challenging sources for historical research as
they frequently lack basic information such as date and
location. Careful comparison of responsa with archival
material sometimes enables scholars to fill in these details,
via the identification of historical figures, events, and other
traceable phenomena.
• Responsa frequently reference contemporaneous social
practices and local norms unfamiliar to those who study
Jewish law. Comparison with documentary sources and
other legal and literary texts can assist scholars in
identifying and parsing these references and, thus, in
better appreciating the halakhic discourse itself.
• Archival records are generally formulaic and accord with
the standards of the legal or political institutions that
authorized them. Reading these records in conjunction
with responsa allows scholars to better understand how
legal and economic mechanisms worked in practice.

• Register of late 13th and early 14th century responsa by
Rabbi Meir b. Barukh of Rothenburg, R. Hayim b. Isaac Or
Zaru’a, and colleagues. Seventy-five entries include
detailed summaries, extensive commentary, and
reception history. Register’s online platform allows for
the linking of rabbinic materials with a wide array of
Latin and German archival sources. Additional print
publication of register is planned.
• Co-authored and individually authored articles.
• Pedagogical materials for use in university classrooms
and beyond. Materials were developed and tested in a
team-taught course at LMU in and will form the basis of
a textbook-style publication.
• A new model of scholarly collaboration that entails joint
analysis of responsa and archival materials.
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www.medieval-ashkenaz.org
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It is difficult to date or locate this
passage with any precision.

Sample Collaborative Reading

This practice was detrimental to the
economy, hence, local authorities often
tried to stop it. Such a prohibition was
issued by the Strasbourg city council in
1301 and mentions both Christians and
Jews:
“hant verboten daz nieman unserre
burgere, er si munisser oder nut oder
jude, dekeinen pfennig erlese hinnan
furder me, swaz munissen oder
pfennige ez si, si sint clein oder groz.”

Rabbi Hayim b. Isaac Or Zaru’a (mid-13th to
early 14th century) responds to an
unidentified questioner concerning the
practice of some Jews to “extract the light
[coins] from the heavy ones,” an activity that
was prohibited by local authorities and thus
threatened the entire community. The
question is not included, and R. Hayim’s
response as presented seems to be a
summary of the original one.

The accusation of tampering with coins
in various ways was an increasingly
common anti-Jewish trope in the late
Middle Ages. The frequent combination
of this accusation with other antiJewish allegations made it especially
dangerous
for
local
Jewish
communities.
היועץ
This expression seems to be a literal
translation of the German Rat.
מסירה
Normative Jewish law during this era
considered reporting a fellow Jew to
non-Jewish authorities a prohibited act
of informing.

After noting that “the burghers threaten
every person in the city about this (practice)”
R. Hayim rules that due to the danger
involved, it is permissible (for the
community) to take action to stop the said
individuals. Thus, if the (city) council
threatens (the Jewish community) as a result
of their activities, (the community) may
expose the wrongdoers to the authorities. R.
Hayim notes that both Jews and non-Jews
engage in prohibited coin selection, often
close to the time that a coin is renewed.
Based on: Responsa of Hayim b. Isaac Or Zaru’a, New
Responsa #14, ed. Menahem Avitan, Jerusalem 2002, p. 275

הבוררים קלים מתוך הכבידים
Separating “bad” or light coins from the
“good” or heavy ones (called ausseigern) was
a consequence of both imprecise minting
techniques and frequent coin renewals
during this era. The imprecision led to slight
differences in the amount of silver in coins of
the same issue, and the renewals brought
into circulation coins that usually contained
less silver than those previously issued.
Accordingly, it was common practice to
hoard the heavier coins, thus taking the
better coins out of circulation.
This responsum was preserved exclusively in
the writings of R. Mendel Klausner (second
half of the 14th century).
העירוני'ם
This suggests that R. Hayim had an imperial
city in mind. He may have been referring to
municipal authorities, who often vied for
rights of supervision over the local
currencies, or to the minting cooperation.
Every few years, Lords of the Mint would
recall the coins currently in circulation and
demand that the old coins be exchanged for
new coins at a fixed rate. The old coins were
melted down, and the new coins that were
then minted were often of lesser weight,
providing the Lords of the Mint and their
officials with an income.
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